
The Midlands Meander route is popular
for its relaxed atmosphere, picturesque
countryside and welcoming people. Here
you will experience a variety of stunning
nature, adventure activities, South
African history, local crafts and
delectable country-style food spots.
Balgowan is a farming area, well-loved
for cycling and �shing in the many dams
and streams. The area can see all four
seasons in one day and you can expect
some snow in surrounding areas during
winter. The Midlands caters for a wide
audience from foodies to adrenaline
junkies, to serenity seekers – all in the
beautiful and mystical surroundings.

Five brand new AfriCamps luxury tents
are currently being built on Gowan Valley
Guest Farm. The farm is truly enchanting
with its rolling green hills, endless �elds
and mighty river. You will experience an
‘English countryside’ feeling, whilst you
are welcomed with true South African
hospitality. Your gracious hosts, Deanne
and Brett Bouwer farm Nguni Cattle and
Golden Kiwis on the property as well as
running their guest farm.

You can explore their farm during your
stay while taking a 4km walk. Pass

AfriCamps at Gowan Valley is located in
the heart of the Natal Midlands between
Nottingham Road and Lidgetton in the
area of Balgowan.

through indigenous forest to see the
enormous 500-year-old Yellowwood
tree, walk along the Mpofana River, see
the newly planted kiwi �elds and Nguni
cattle. Take strolls through the gorgeous
rose gardens on the farm and settle
down at a grassy picnic spot next to the
crystal clear river which �ows strongly
through the farm. Take a dip or try your
luck and catch yellow tail or trout –
strictly catch and release.

In surrounding areas visit the Howick and
Karkloof falls, experience the Karkloof
canopy tour, trek the Midlands on
horseback, visit the Nelson Mandela
Capture site and spend some time at
the popular Piggly Wiggly for family fun
and sumptuous meals.

Visitors to the area often come for
weddings, to explore the Drakensberg
Mountains or to play golf at some of the
country’s most beautiful courses.

About

Activities on site

Please visit our website for more
information.

Meals can be pre-ordered and placed
in tents for guests to prepare themselves.

Meal Services

INFO SHEET

www.africamps.com hello@africamps.com

Hiking Trail
Guests can enjoy a 4km walk through
indigenous forest where they will see the
enormous 500-year-old Yellowwood tree,
pass the mighty Mpofana River, the newly
planted kiwi �elds and Nguni cattle.

Gowan Valley

Picnics
Take strolls through the gorgeous rose
gardens on the farm and settle down at
a grassy picnic spot.

Wood-�red Hot Tubs
All �ve tents offer the exclusive use of
their own wood-�red hot tub. A wood-
�red hot tub is the purest form of
relaxation. Soak up your beautiful
Midlands surroundings while listening to
the calming crackle of the �re. Or take a
dip to cool off on the hotter days.

The property is graced by the crystal
clear Mpofana river which �ows strongly
through the farm. As part of a water
scheme, the river also provides water to
the farm. A hollowed-out section in the
river is a great spot to go for a dip or
enjoy the river from the banks by settling
down for a picnic. Try your luck and
catch yellowtail or trout – strictly catch
and release.

Swimming & Fishing


